INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

MATT
VOC <1g/L

LOW SHEEN
VOC <1g/L

SEMI GLOSS
VOC <1g/L

I WA N T A C O LO U R T H AT F E E L S L I K E

LIV EA B LE
N EU T R A LS
Warm and inviting tones set the scene
to create relaxed living zones and the
perfect place to enjoy some downtime.

Sand Storm

Deep Forest

Abstract Mood

19YR07-49

17YG19-86

17YY00-64

Invigorate

Soft Brown

E.A.N.

34YG23-79

23YR06-55

18YR07-45

Magnolia Moonlight

Calm

Cardamon Pod

07YG03-14

13YR03-44

14YR05-39

B LEND ED
N EUTRA L S
Introducing neutrals to your home adds
a sense of harmony and calm, soft
undertones bring a sense of warmth and
comfort to any space.

Foundation Stone

Satchel Brown

10YG01-74

15YR10-75

White Tea

Bayleaf Brown

09YY00-47

17YR10-61

Reflect

Raw Canvas

Memory

Blackberry

Marble Mist

14YR03-42

23YR05-47

10YR01-51

07BR08-95

02BG04-08

Note: Colours shown are as close to actual paint colour as printing processes allow. Due to varying light reflection from different paint gloss levels and surface textures, colour can vary between surfaces.
When selecting colours with a low LRV for exterior use, you must refer to the installation and finishing guide of the substrate or building material to ensure that the colour will be suitable for that material.
Please see in store for a Haymes Sample Pot to check the colour.

Paint colours used: Front cover image - Royal Fair

COLOUR ZO N E

COLOUR

Injecting colour in the home in particular
zones can really transform a space and
shift the mood and energy, creating
something that is fun, unique and
invigorating.

Brown Blush

Asparagus

Valley of Stars

78YG06-57

28BG40-48

21YR10-49

Balsam

Ra Gold

Irish Coffee

11BG30-71

77YR28-50

21YR38-62

Herbal Garden

Light Stone

Solid Rock

06YG22-42

43YR18-54

14YG01-64

M IX N M ATC H
By dreaming up different colour
combinations and changing it up with
varied textures you can be ready for any
season or whimsy.

Olympian Blue

Sinbad

45BG11-92

14BG08-79

City Stone

Balance

06BG03-58

00GG06-45

African Queen

Untamed Heart

Sky View

Snowbell

Moon And Stars

11YG28-76

27YR50-79

29BG13-64

11BG07-40

01BG05-35

Note: Colours shown are as close to actual paint colour as printing processes allow. Due to varying light reflection from different paint gloss levels and surface textures, colour can vary between surfaces.
When selecting colours with a low LRV for exterior use, you must refer to the installation and finishing guide of the substrate or building material to ensure that the colour will be suitable for that material.
Please see in store for a Haymes Sample Pot to check the colour.

RURA L L I VIN G
A strong bold palette of colours that
represent a contemporary take on the
Australian landscape.

Sand Haze

Morocco Sand

37YR14-64

32YR07-53

Linear

Bleached Brown

29YR13-74

12YR07-62

Copen Blue

Viking

Arboretum

Rockslide

Warm Breeze

25BG07-94

16BG21-95

01BG13-83

01YG05-71

20YR04-38

SU N, SU R F, SAND
Our quintessential Australian beach
lifestyle captured in a stunning palette
of colours.

Debonair

Royal Fair

57BR09-90

62BG24-82

Trempealeau

Mindful

25BG11-49

14BG14-37

Rhapsody

Middle

Off White

Natural Milk

Culture

59BG11-86

35YR43-79

11YG01-20

17YR01-30

08YG04-16

Note: Colours shown are as close to actual paint colour as printing processes allow. Due to varying light reflection from different paint gloss levels and surface textures, colour can vary between surfaces.
When selecting colours with a low LRV for exterior use, you must refer to the installation and finishing guide of the substrate or building material to ensure that the colour will be suitable for that material.
Please see in store for a Haymes Sample Pot to check the colour.

H ER ITAG E
Soft greys and taupes are now a popular
choice for both traditional and modern
scheming.

Night Moves

Saltbush Plains

04YG03-80

08YG05-33

Phantom

Charcoal Grey

00GG06-56

01BG05-53

Coal Mine

Boulder Grey

Moon White

Ash Grey

White Marble

11BR04-96

07BG03-68

07BG04-24

07BG03-46

02YG06-15

H ERI TAGE
Bring a heritage home to life by
highlighting character features whilst
adding colours that are currently on trend
and a pop of colour on your front door.

Eclipse

Spatial

Aura

16BG06-82

06YG03-42

01BG05-29

Chimney Ash

Soothe

Camp Fire

07BG03-79

05BG06-32

42YR30-74

Monday

Athens Grey

Dave’s Train

07BG07-61

04BR03-29

03YR05-87

Note: Colours shown are as close to actual paint colour as printing processes allow. Due to varying light reflection from different paint gloss levels and surface textures, colour can vary between surfaces.
When selecting colours with a low LRV for exterior use, you must refer to the installation and finishing guide of the substrate or building material to ensure that the colour will be suitable for that material.
Please see in store for a Haymes Sample Pot to check the colour.

COLORB ON D
The COLORBOND® range features
colours that lend into the background
easily and sit well with the Haymes
colour palette providing solutions for
a variety of styles and homes.

Deep Ocean®

Monument®

Cottage Green®

Ironstone®

Pale Eucalypt®

Woodland Grey®

Windspray®

Shale Grey™

Dune®

Surfmist®

COLORBOND® and Haymes enhance
the look of a home, by highlighting
features through the use of materials
and colour bringing exteriors to life.
Manor Red®

Jasper®

Paperbark®

Classic Cream™

All COLORBOND® colours can be tinted in Haymes paints.

Note: Colours shown are as close to actual paint colour as printing processes allow. Due to varying light reflection from different paint gloss levels and surface textures, colour can vary between surfaces.
When selecting colours with a low LRV for exterior use, you must refer to the installation and finishing guide of the substrate or building material to ensure that the colour will be suitable for that material.
Please see in store for a Haymes Sample Pot to check the colour.

O L D M EETS NE W
By adding new colours to traditional
styles, you can transform the old to the
new, bringing a fresh sense of style and
bold statement to your home adding
the ever coveted street appeal.

Impact

Enigma

06BR03-93

07BG04-93

Element

Resonate

09BG04-86

08YG01-53

Smoky Silhouette

Grey Impression

Stormy Blue

Native Essence

Modesty White

03BG05-44

09BG03-37

17BG06-96

12BG23-60

04BG05-02

CO N T EM PO R ARY
An urban inspired palette shows hard
lines and stark contrast that is the
perfect formula to showcase modern
design and style.

Minimalist 1

Loden

Intrigue

00GG03-16

34YG13-78

06BG01-97

Black Pitch

Cirrus White 1

02YG01-94

06YG01-04

Soft Feathers

Bleached White

03BG06-25

02YG02-19

Droplet

Pod White

03BG01-33

06BG01-11

Note: Colours shown are as close to actual paint colour as printing processes allow. Due to varying light reflection from different paint gloss levels and surface textures, colour can vary between surfaces.
When selecting colours with a low LRV for exterior use, you must refer to the installation and finishing guide of the substrate or building material to ensure that the colour will be suitable for that material.
Please see in store for a Haymes Sample Pot to check the colour.

All colours represented in this card are available as Haymes Paint colour chips, or ask a staff
member for a Haymes Paint Sample Pot to take home and make your decision.
For professional colour advice, try our Colour Consultation Service.

T H E H AY M E S PA I N T
~ COLOUR SELECTION PROCESS ~
STEP 1.

Select your colour options
from our range of colours.

STEP 2.

Test your favourite colours
at home with a Haymes
Paint Sample Pot.

STEP 3.

Select your Haymes Paint
product to get the perfect
colour and finish.

T HE RIGHT CHOI CE F OR ANY PR OJ ECT.
EXPRESSIONS INTERIOR WALLS

SOLASHIELD EXTERIOR

Haymes Expressions Interior coating
delivers impressive long‑lasting protection,
with exceptional coverage, hiding power
and washability. The highly durable, low
odour, stain‑resistant formulation is
complemented with a 7-year mould and
mildew protection guarantee*.

The ultimate protection against the
elements.An Ultra Premium Exterior
acrylic available in Gloss, Satin, Low Sheen
and Matt, that is suitable for all exterior
surfaces. Solashield offers a 20 year
performance guarantee*.

MATT

LOW SHEEN

SEMI GLOSS

MATT

LOW SHEEN

SATIN

GLOSS

EXPRESSIONS INTERIOR
CEILING WHITE

ULTRATRIM ACRYLIC ENAMEL

Offering superior coverage and a super
flat finish, this 99% VOC free ceiling finish
provides minimal light reflection, assisting
in the hiding of surface imperfections.

based enamel ideal for doors, windows
and trims. Its advanced low-odour
formulation provides effortless application
and a tough durable finish. Available in
High Gloss and Semi Gloss finishes, it is
ideal for use on timber and any trim work.

ULTRA FLAT

Ultratrim is a next generation, water-

SEMI GLOSS

GLOSS

For more information on any Haymes products, or tips on preparation and painting please
visit haymespaint.com.au or freecall the Service Express Hotline 1800 033 431.
*Please see full T&C’s instore.
HAY M E S PA INT
For over 85 years Haymes Paint has been producing high quality Australian Paint. Born in Ballarat,
Haymes is a proud family owned business, now in the capable hands of the fourth generation Haymes
family. Our business lives by an ethos of never taking shortcuts on quality, and is proud to be Australia’s
largest 100 per cent Australian-made and family-owned paint manufacturer.
Colours shown are as close to actual paint colour as printing processes allow. Due to varying light reflection from different paint gloss levels and surface textures, colour can vary between
surfaces. Please see in store for a Haymes Sample Pot to check the colour. This card is manufactured under a management system that encompasses ISO14001 and Eco-Management and
Audit Scheme (EMAS). 10/20. ABN 14004201638. COL0283. We care about the future of the environment and encourage you to return your card to the store for reuse or recycling.

